What you remember in Paris, as the clean/savvy,
And the dirty, seedy/mucky as the shops are too
And the great variety of crap/hoopla for sale.

 Ahead is hell.
The Bateau marche is full of cripples.
You print with pit on a thing
at the stripped needle
Tribe of a young man with a transistor.
What life can be like?
He needs your approval.
As if you're there only half a man.

Armand ("Like that you - no, I want a second
Dinner.
His leg = legs without at the corner.
For all time.

It is only a step.

3. V.

> Driving like a let out of hell.

But the Bateau marche is full of cripples.

Olivetti

Fossilized helped Apollinaire.
The needle comes to 100 mph.

The Olivetti

The letters are

Full page

Stuck out and typed clean
With the help of a girl named Eddy.
By machine, with eyes tightly

But I had done it my way
And I was done in the end.
Better to do the first time.

Fact.
At the Coliseum, so many people!

She was afraid, she was shaking.

Aunt Jean could see it, the tears in her eyes.

I looked at her, I said, "It's all right, you know."

She smiled, she took my hand, and we walked away.

The sun was setting, the sky was pink.

We stopped at a little café, had a glass of wine.

It was a perfect day, a perfect moment.